1. SUPPORTING EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION AND EXCELLENCE

CONTENT-RICH CD CURRICULAR PROGRAMMING
- Academic Support
  - Academic Publishing Panel
  - G2C Academic Innovation
- Student Life
  - G2C Graduate Women @ MIT Reviewing
- Research Environments
  - G2C-Research Student Center
- Research Training
  - Research Mentorship Program of Graduate Student Training Research
- International
  - Global Initiative for Learning and Teaching (GILT)
- Peer Science Policy
  - MIT Science Policy Initiative
- Entrepreneurship
  - MIT-China Innovation and Entrepreneurship Forum in Many Ways...

2. COMPETITIVENESS IN GRADUATE FUNDING

RECRUITMENT AND INTELLIGENT EXPLOSION

- Competitive
  - Expansion of eligible fields, summer
  - Students in science and engineering professional development activities
- International
  - Expansion of support and collaboration with national and academic
- External Announcements
  - Howard Hughes Medical Institute
  - International PhD Fellowship Program
  - Scholarchips Foundation
- New G2C Mentor of Graduate Fellows: Scott Tirrell

VISION: THE FUTURE OF GRADUATE EDUCATION

The isolated apprentice model of a graduate student working with a lone supervisor is becoming

3. ENHANCING ADMINISTRATION AND POLICY

DIGITAL G2C @ MIT

- "My Life at MIT" Photos Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Instagram
- Graduate News Stories on G2C Website
- Graduate Professional Development Workshops on the G2C-PEPDOT
- Acceleration Programs transitioned to GradPath
- Student Support Database
- Grad Catalyst Online Registration Platform

ODGE RECOGNITION

- 11 Staff Award Finalist MIT Hubs Awards
- Graduates Class of 2015
- Graduate Student Council National Nomination
- Graduate Professional and Student Council of the Year Award

4. DIVERSITY & CLIMATE

RECRUITMENT, RETENTION & INCLUSION

- 1200+ Students at Graduate Student Council Orientation
- 600+ Students at Graduate Student Career Events
- 600+ Students at Recruitment Internships
- 85 MIT Summer Research Program
- 1200+ Students at Recruitment Internships
- 80 Students in GER Grad Lab
- 14 Graduate Catalyst workshops
- 14 Mentor Lunches & Retention Events
- 11 Minority Serving Institutions visited
- 10 Recruitment Committees attended
- Graduate Student Bonnie Lam

5. HOLISTIC GRADUATE STUDENT EXPERIENCE

ADVISORY & PERSONAL SUPPORT, COMMUNITY BUILDING AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

- 7000+ Individual Student Meetings
- 300+ Students Groups and Activities Supported
- 210+ Students as Graduates
- 17 Graduate Student Leagues
- 4% Increase in Graduate Student Student
- 24% Responses to a New Graduate Alumni Survey
- 317 Students at Graduate Student Council Career Fair
- 60 Students at Mentorship Workshop
- 40 MIT-International Global Fellows
- 100 Graduates Women @ MIT Leadership Conference

ODGE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES

- Association of American Universities Association of Graduate Schools with Annual Meeting (OC)
- American Society of Engineering Education (OC)
- Council of Graduate Schools Annual Meeting (OC)
- National Conference on Race and Ethnicity in American Higher Education (RN)
- NFA/IA (Association of International Education Administrators/Region III Conference (Wash)
- Spring Intersection Regional Meeting (MA)

All of our work is carried out with many dedicated collaborative partners across the institute.

We would like to express our gratitude to the Office of the Dean for Undergraduate Education, MIT Global Education and Career Development Office. The Office of the Dean for Graduate Education, MIT Global Education and Career Development Office. The Office for the President, Chemstrat, and Diane Baer, receive the ODGE) and Andres Cubillos Microbiology (nominated by the ODGE) and President Chelsea He (nominated by the ODGE) and President
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